
A Guide to Ethical Meat Eating

This booklet is set to challenge and empower you to 
make a difference, one meal at a time.



The reality is that many of us love to  
eat meat. In fact, people living in developed  
countries like Australia eat roughly their 
own weight in meat every year. 

Although there are strong environmental arguments for  
collectively turning to vegetarianism, it’s an unrealistic and  
potentially alienating message to push. Meat eaters can  
reduce their impact on the environment without giving it  
up altogether. 

How many of us really know how the animals we eat make it onto  
our plates? Or stop to think about the impact our love affair with  
animal protein has on the environment?  

This booklet is set to challenge and empower you to make  
a difference, one meal at a time.

We grow enough edible grain to provide 

50% more than is required for every  

person in the world, yet much of this  

is used to feed animals for meat, dairy  

and egg production

Farm animal grazing takes up nearly  
60% of the Australian continent.  

Clearing of forests and bush land for 
grazing and animal industries has resulted 
in habitat loss throughout Australia, which 
is the major cause of wildlife becoming 

threatened, endangered or extinct

We are seeing a 

near collapse of 

every major fishery 

in the world

500 million animals are  
housed in factory farms each 

year, in Australia alone

Our farmers are being pushed to  

the brink, there is an above average  

suicide rate and the average age of 

a farmer is now 60 years old

It takes an estimated 

50,000 litres of  

water to produce  

1kg of beef



Once thought of as a poor person’s chicken, 
rabbit is now seeing a culinary comeback in 
Australia, and is fast appearing on the menu 

of top restaurants around the country. It’s 
a tasty, versatile and nutritious alternative 
that can also have fewer environmental 

impacts than other popular meats.  
But not all rabbits are equal...

Rabbits are an introduced species and have been a pest 
in Australia for over 150 years. They have been touted as an 

ecological disaster because of the impact they have on native 
flora and fauna. It makes environmental sense to harvest them from 
the wild. Despite this, the vast majority of rabbits sold as meat products 
in Australia come from farmed rabbits (which are farmed in much the 
same way as chicken). Rabbit farming is actually one of Australia’s 
fastest growing new industries with a projected expansion of 10%  
per year.1 So what’s the deal, and what can we do about it?

Food safety regulations prohibit the use of wild meat for human 
consumption unless it has been processed at an approved abattoir. 
This limits the ability of hunters to on-sell wild-harvested rabbit and 
hare to local food businesses. There are some specialty suppliers  
of wild game meat in Australia. We’ve compiled a list of suppliers,  
which you can check out at our website sustainabletable.org.au.

Commercial Rabbit Farming in Australia
While a code of practice developed by the CSIRO guides the farming 
of rabbits in Australia, conditions vary widely amongst rabbit farms 
with the worst being compared with the conditions experienced by 
battery hens and other intensively farmed animals.

Commercial rabbit farms house rabbits indoors in small cages  
where they never experience fresh air, sunshine, socialisation, play  
or exercise common to wild and domestic rabbits. At just 10-12 
weeks of age, rabbits are ready for slaughter, which is in stark 
contrast to their natural lifespan of 5-8 years. Farmed rabbits can 
endure long transport times to specialist abattoirs in overcrowded 
conditions deprived of food, water and in extreme temperatures.2

What you can do
Always ask where the rabbit on the menu came from, and opt  
for wild rabbit when shopping.

Although not for everyone, there is always the option of getting  
a hunting licence and forcing yourself to confront the reality  
of eating meat.

MEAT THE ISSUES
How are popular meats farmed in Australia,  
and what is their environmental impact?

Rabbits housed in wire cages raised off the floor in a commercial rabbit farm.  
Photo via growtec.com.au.



We’re often cleverly sold on the nostalgic 
idea that farming in Australia happens in 
vast open paddocks, but when did you last 

drive through the countryside and see 
pigs roaming freely? Chances are it’s 

been a while, because most of Australia’s 
pigs are confined to dark sheds.

Pigs are more intelligent than dogs - in fact, their intelligence has  
been compared to that of a three year-old child. Would you let your  
dog or three year-old live like this? 

There are over 1500 factory pig farms in Australia that produce over 
90% of Australia’s pork products. Pigs born and raised in factory farms 
spend their whole lives in cramped, concrete-floored sheds with no 
natural light. Most pregnant pigs are confined to sow stalls - small 
metal and concrete cages barely larger than the pig’s body, too small 
for her to turn around in. To give birth they are confined even further 
in farrowing crates. They are impregnated repeatedly until they cannot 
produce enough piglets, then they are killed. Piglets are taken away 
from their mothers prematurely, causing stress. Male piglets are often 
castrated without pain relief, and piglet’s teeth are often clipped 
without anaesthetic.

Free range vs. Bred free range 
It’s important to have an understanding of how terms are used in 
promoting pork products, so you can make the right choice for your 
ethical standards:

  ‘Bred free range’ is a term used to describe pigs that were born  
in a free range environment but were subsequently raised indoors. 
Indoor conditions can vary widely, from enclosed concrete pens to 
large eco-sheds that have hay and are sheltered but open on one 
side for air and sunlight. 

  ‘Free range’ pork comes from pigs that were born and raised with 
access to the outdoors as well as huts and other indoor facilities. 
They are not confined to sow stalls or farrowing crates. Some free 
range systems do allow teeth clipping and tail docking.

  Certified organic farms are required to breed and raise their pigs  
in a free range manner, generally do not clip piglets’ teeth or dock 
their tail, and wean the piglets off their mothers at a later stage. 

How are popular meats farmed in Australia,  
and what is their environmental impact?

MEAT THE ISSUES

Sow stall – the life of a pregnant pig in a factory farm.



Despite Sam Kekovich’s claims that it  
is ‘un-Australian’ not to eat lamb, a recent 
lifecycle analysis by the Environmental 
Working Group (Canada) has determined 
that lamb actually has the greatest 
environmental impact next to beef, 
chicken, goat and fish. Lamb 
generates 39.3 kg of carbon 
dioxide equivalents for each kilo 
eaten – about 50% more than beef.3 

While beef and lamb generate comparable amounts of methane  
and require similar quantities of feed, lamb generates more emissions 
per kilo, in part because it produces less edible meat relative to the 
sheep’s live weight. 

Goat is regarded as a greener 
alternative to beef and lamb 
because of its lower impact on the 
environment – goats are browsers, 
choosing to eat weedy plants over 
lush grasses. When grazed with 
other livestock, goats improve the 
quality of the pasture.4

Beef is one of the most popular meats 
in Australia, but it comes with one 
of the worst eco-report cards.  
In general, the larger the animal, 

the more it must eat to gain the 
weight we need it to (to make it delicious). 

And because it makes economic sense for cows 
to be as fat as possible for slaughter, many of 

them are fed a grain-based diet or at least ‘finished’ 
on grain before slaughter. This grain has to be grown and 
transported to feedlots, which is resource intensive and 
generates greenhouse gas emissions. 80% of beef sold 
in major domestic supermarkets is grain-fed. 

Grain-feeding our cattle also represents a gross food distribution 
blunder - we actually grow 50% more grain than is required for every 
person in the world, yet much of this edible grain is used to feed 
animals for meat, dairy and egg production - which in turn feeds 
affluent people like us. 

Both dairy and beef cattle produce vast quantities of methane,  
a greenhouse gas with 23 times the global warming potential of 
carbon dioxide. In Victoria, around 40% of all agriculture’s methane 
emissions are from dairy cattle, with beef cattle and sheep contributing 
a further 30%.

How are popular meats farmed in Australia,  
and what is their environmental impact?

MEAT THE ISSUES



Most large-scale producers of duck meat 
products in Australia farm their ducks in  
indoor barns. 

Information about the conditions of these indoor 
barns is not widely available. Free range duck farms 
do exist, so always ask how the duck has been farmed 

and opt for free range duck from small ethical farmers. 
See our online directory of ethical meat suppliers on our 

website sustainabletable.org.au

The Environmental Working Group’s lifecycle analysis of popular 
meats suggests that chicken is the most climate-friendly meat 
when compared to beef, lamb, pork and turkey. Chickens do not 
produce methane and require less feed than beef or dairy cattle. 
There are ethical concerns, however, that consumers need to be 
aware of. 

There are nearly 500 million chickens housed in factory farms in 
Australia every year. They are raised in sheds that are artificially-lit to 
encourage them to keep eating (so they fatten up quickly). The sheds 
are usually 150 metres long and 15 metres wide and hold about 
40,000 chickens. They are bred to grow unnaturally fast, and as a 
result many are crippled before they are sent to slaughter at just  
6 weeks of age. Free range chicken meat only accounts for 10-15%  
of chicken produced, with less than 1% of the total production also 
being organic.

Egg-laying hens are even worse off. Although the lives of battery 
hens have gained much attention, there are still 11 million hens 
imprisoned in battery cages in Australia at any given time. Furthermore 
there are issues with the use of the free range label – there are no 
legally binding definitions of free range in Australia. This means that 
consumers can not always be sure that the free range eggs they are 
buying meet their own ethical standards. 

Kangaroo is wild-harvested by licensed hunters 
within sanctioned areas. Whilst the eco-impact of 
kangaroo is comparatively small (they have a lighter 
footprint because they are native), there is concern 
by environmental groups that harvesting methods 
are leaving many kangaroos wounded and left to die 
slowly and painfully. 

Joeys are often the collateral damage (an estimated 
800,000 every year).5 There are also concerns that the 
regulatory mechanisms used to determine harvesting 
quotas and industry regulation may not be sufficient 
to determine population declines, particularly during 

periods of drought.6

How are popular meats farmed in Australia,  
and what is their environmental impact?

MEAT THE ISSUES

Broiler chickens raised for meat. Nearly half a billion chickens are housed in factory farms  
in Australia every year.



Fish doesn’t always come to mind 
when we think of meat, but it is still  
the flesh from an animal. And as it 
turns out, the impact of intensive 

farming is not limited to land; our oceans  
and waterways are also suffering. 

World-wide demand for seafood products has exploded, doubling  
over the last 30 years. Often people who commit to reducing their 
meat intake replace meat with fish. But this insatiable appetite for 
seafood has wreaked havoc with our oceans. Today, we are faced  
with the very real threat of all of the world’s major fisheries collapsing 
by 2048. Populations of some key seafood species have been reduced 
to only 10% of what they were in the 1950s. Thirteen of the world’s 
17 major fishing zones have already been depleted or are in serious 
decline, and the remaining 4 are fully exploited. 

How are popular meats farmed in Australia,  
and what is their environmental impact?

MEAT THE ISSUES
Slaughterhouses in Australia
No matter how ethically animals have been raised during their life 
on the farm, they are still slaughtered and processed at the same 
abattoirs as factory farmed animals. They are also slaughtered many 
years before their natural lives would come to an end.

Animals often have to travel vast distances in cramped conditions 
with no access to food or water prior to slaughter, and although 
abattoirs are regulated, there have been countless reports of 
abuse and maltreatment over the years, including recent media 
reports which detail some of the atrocities associated with the ever 
increasing production-line nature of modern abattoirs.

The reality is that if you enjoy meat, an animal must be sent to 
slaughter for the privilege, and short of everyone moving to the 
country and raising and slaughtering their own animals, this will  
not change.

This section has been included to draw your attention to the full 
breadth of considerations that must be made before tucking into a 
meaty meal. Please read through our Tips for Meat Eaters section 
on the following page and make meat a treat, for your own health, 
the welfare of the animal and for the health of the planet.

Where can I purchase more ethical meat in Australia?
Browse our online directory of Ethical Meat Suppliers by visiting  
our website today sustainabletable.org.au



Choose more eco-friendly meats (and fish)  
All types of meat have an environmental impact or ethical 

consequence, but there are some meats whose farming/harvesting 
has less of an impact than others. Wild-harvested meat, like wild rabbit 
or hare, is likely to have the least environmental impact. Reduce the 
amount of beef you buy and opt for alternative meats like chicken 
or goat, whose environmental impact is smaller. Learn which fish is 
a better environmental choice by downloading the Australian Marine 
Conservation Society’s Sustainable Seafood Guide iphone app, and 
visiting the online guide Good Fish Bad Fish. See the section at the 
back of this booklet titled Where Can I Learn More?

Purchase more ethical meat. Browse our online directory 
of Ethical Meat Suppliers by visiting our website today 
sustainabletable.org.au

Choose grass-fed or pasture-raised organic meat,  
dairy & eggs 

Choose milk from organic/biodynamic farms and beef from grass 
(pasture)-fed over grain-fed cows, because fewer resources have  
gone into the feeding of these cows. Milk and meat from grass-fed 
cows, and eggs from pastured chickens, is also more nutritious and 
therefore better for you.7

TIPS FOR MEAT EATERS
Be a Mindful Meat Eater

Six simple ways you can become a Mindful Meat Eater and 
ensure your love of meat doesn’t impact too dramatically on  
the welfare of the animal or environment:

Make meat a treat 
People living in developed countries such as Australia eat more 

than 80kg of meat each, or about 224g a day, compared with an  
average of 47g a day in developing countries. To maintain this level  
of consumption, animals are being intensively farmed in sickening  
and inhumane ways and our natural environmental is being exploited  
to the brink of collapse.

Reducing your meat intake is one of the most powerful things you 
can do to reduce your impact on the environment. Methane emissions, 
water and land use, and commercial fishing methods damage the 
environment and exploit valuable resources. You can start by giving 
Meatless Mondays a go (meatlessmondays-australia.com), or go the 
whole hog and become a vegetarian. Reduce the portion size of meat 
you use in dishes and make the humble vegetable the hero. Also 
reduce your dairy intake and support small artisan cheese and milk 
producers who farm using organic or biodynamic principles.

Support a nose-to-tail philosophy
Choose less popular cuts of meat like neck cuts, liver, ears, and 

support a nose to tail philosophy. After all if an animal has to die for us, 
we should respect it enough to eat all of it.
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TIPS FOR MEAT EATERS

Buy ethically-farmed meat from small organic  
or biodynamic farms

Small-scale farms practising organic or biodynamic methods take care 
to minimise their impact on the environment. They avoid the use of 
oil-based chemicals and generally feed their animals grass rather than 
grain. These farms rotate the grazing areas of their animals to avoid 
over-use of the land. Biodynamic farms work with the natural cycles  
of the animals, for example, biodynamic dairy farms rest their dairy 
cows between pregnancies, unlike conventional farms that impregnate 
their cows without a significant resting period. 

Avoid factory-farmed meat: If a meat is widely available in  
supermarkets, it is likely to be from a large-scale or factory farm,  
and likely to be grain-fed, or at least finished at a feedlot. As a general 
rule, chickens and eggs sold in large supermarket chains under the 
free range label, at a similar price to the conventional equivalent,  
are unlikely to meet strict ethical standards. 

Shop at accredited farmers’ markets
They are a great place to purchase your meat from as you  

can speak directly to farmers who have often chosen to raise heritage 
breeds in smaller quantities. You are likely to pay a little more for  
your meat, however, the extra cost is worth it because the taste  
is sensational and if you have committed to making meat a treat,  
you will be buying less of it anyway.
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Be a Mindful Meat Eater
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Questions you might like to ask your local  
farmer or butcher

How much access to the outdoors do your animals get?

Do you practise organic or biodynamic farming principles? 

Are your animals grass-fed or grain-fed?

How far do your animals travel to be slaughtered?

How old are your animals when they are slaughtered?

 How long do you allow your dairy cows to rest between 
pregnancies?

 How long after birth do you separate the calf from its  
mother and what happens to male calves? (if a dairy farm)

Do you practise tooth-clipping, tail-docking? (if a pork producer)

Do you practise beak-trimming? (if an egg farmer)

“Push people (meat sellers) for information. The information  
exists and if they can’t tell you, they either don’t care or they’re 
hiding something...” Matt Fowles, Hunter, Gatherer and CEO  
of Fowles Winery.

Thank you for taking the time to learn about these meaty issues.  
If this booklet has given you a hunger for more info, visit our  
website at sustainabletable.org.au, and follow us on: 
   facebook.com/thesustainabletable        twitter@sustaintable



INSIDE THE SHED
500 million animals are farmed like this in Australia every year. 
Don’t like what you see? Then make your table a sustainable  
one, and visit sustainabletable.org.au to help build a fairer food  
system for all.

Broiler chickens housed in indoor barns.  
These barns usually hold about 40,000 chickens.

Images © Animals Australia

Battery hens housed in cages. Each hen is given less than  
the size of an A4 sheet of paper to move around in.

A farrowing crate.Charlton feedlot, Australia.A farrowing crate.



WHERE CAN I LEARN MORE

Many of the facts and figures in this booklet can be found in our 
cookbook, The Sustainable Table. Proceeds from the sale of the 
book go towards supporting our local and international projects.

PETA, ‘Glass Walls’, video featuring Paul McCartney  
exposing what goes on inside slaughterhouses peta.org

Environmental Working Group ewg.org/meateatersguide

Animals Australia animalsaustralia.org

Voiceless voiceless.org.au

Think Kangaroos thinkkangaroos.uts.edu.au

Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry  
daff.gov.au/agriculture-food/meat-wool-dairy

Field and Game Australia Inc. fga.net.au

Game Hunters Association Australia ghaa.com.au

AusHunt aushunt.com.au/new

Goat Industry Council of Australia gica.com.au

Good Fish Bad Fish goodfishbadfish.com.au

Australian Marine Conservation Society Sustainable Seafood Guide  
amcs.org.au

For footnoted references, please see the Meet  
your Meat pages of the Hungry for Info section  
of our website sustainabletable.org.au.


